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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENT, GREAT LAKES, AND ENERGY 

LANSING 
 
 

Water Asset Management Council Meeting 
Constitution Hall, Atrium, Lee Walker Conference Room 

Thursday, December 16, 2021 
10:30 AM – 12:30 PM 

Minutes 
 

I. Call to Order 
Sue McCormick, Chair – meeting was called to order at 10:31 AM, it was 
determined that there was a quorum for this meeting to proceed.   
 

II. Attendance 
Roll Call –Beth Lounds 
 Sue McCormick, Chair - present 
 Cameron Van Wyngarden, Vice-Chair - present 
 Carrie Cox, present 
 Jane Fitzpatrick, not present 
 Aaron Keatley, virtually, Ionia County 
 Scott Noesen, present 
 Evan Pratt, present, representing, Michigan Assoc. of Drain Commissioner 
 Randy Scott, present 
 Tim Zebell, present  
 
Support Staff Present: 
Beth Lounds – EGLE 
 

III. Approval of October/November Meeting Minutes 
October – Randy moved/Evan supported – minutes unanimously approved for 
October.   
November- Cameron moved/ Evan supported – minutes unanimously approved 
for November 

 
IV. Approval of Agenda 

WAMC Members – Cameron moved/Randy supported – Agenda was approved 
by unanimous vote. 

 
V. Public Comment 

No comments were made. 
 

VI. MIC Update – Sue McCormick 
• MIC met last week, and they are moving forward with 30-year strategy as 

of December 1st.   
• A timeline on how it will proceed will be available in 30 days.   

  

GRETCHEN WHITMER 
GOVERNOR 

LIESL EICHLER CLARK 
 DIRECTOR 
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• A committee was appointed and is comprised of these members: Joanna 
Johnson representing TAMC, Sue representing WAMC, Eric Kuhn, Mark 
_______ from private utilities, DTE.  The committee will be led by 
Kathleen ___________.   

• Meeting schedule is first item to come from the committee.   
• MIC moving forward with the asset management class for 2022.  Looking 

for the next group of people to nominate.  They would like to find a cross-
section of people those that are young asset managers.  Elected officials 
and others that can be expanded thru that process.   

• MIC now have stories of career opportunities in utilities and other areas 
being the deciding factor in the selection process.  

• A certification program for asset management is being discussed.   
• The nominating committee report and nominees for WAMC was affirmed 

which included Carrie Cox, Evan Pratt, and Cameron to continue to serve.  
Thank you all for continuing with your participation.  We are glad to have 
you for another term.   

• There was a good discussion on portal activity MISS DIGG.  Sue 
explained why (i.e., turnover of staff from MIC that support the portal).   
13,000 entries in the portal to date – calls for data entry especially from 
those that have not entered their data yet.   

• They are looking at an update project on user interface, and back-end 
reporting by March.  The Public Service Commission is talking about 
bringing their data link to the portal too.  On the Asset Readiness scale, 
134 participants have completed across the state and the idea is to repeat 
that annually for gauge for progress.  EGLE made asset management 
participation as a tie breaker for grants which will also encourage 
participation.  Additional information identifying the 134 was not made 
available.  Portal has been open for 18-24 months.   

 
VII. Recommendations from WAMC Nominating Committee 

All seats are filled on the council; Sue is nominated as chair and Cameron 
nominated as vice-chair.  Moved and supported.  Vote was unanimous to have 
Sue to continue as the WAMC chairperson and Cameron as the Vice-
Chairperson.  

 
VIII. A.  MIC 30-year Strategy and WAMC Strategic Planning Process 

Coordination meeting was attended by Sue and Cameron, and John Weiss.  In 
summary, John asked to clarify that WAMC is doing a lot of things, but are they 
doing the right things?  Cameron agrees that as WAMC, how do we meet the 
legislative mandate.  Criteria has been met per legislative mandate.  It was 
suggested to take a step back and determine if the council is doing the right thing 
and if not, what needs to be done and how do they get there.  Coordination 
between WAMC and MIC is showing that MIC is supporting WAMC through 
various tasks like the portal.  They need to make sure asset management is 
working properly and the champions program is huge.  There is a lot of things 
that are supporting WAMC effort and there’s a lot of things that WAMC can do to 
support MIC. John did a nice job of pointing out that MIC has more flexibility, and 
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the reason for that is because John was working on what the legislation would 
say.  What were the things that needed to be worked on to enhance the efforts of 
asset management within the state?  They were able to start with little money left 
over from the blue-ribbon panel effort, they talked about what they could do and 
what they have already done.  Sue stated they put their pillars in place and spent 
time with talking about their roles – with treasury and what treasury roles were.  
No one represented WAMC through the legislative process.  Which could be why 
the legislation is so rigid for WAMC and not MIC.  John has said to take the 
opportunity (and MIC will support) to look at what they did – need to talk about 
what the council should be doing to move the water management forward in the 
state.  And to look at the WAMC roles and responsibilities should be compared to 
what EGLE’s are (they have regulatory and WAMC does not).  What things can 
be considered as collaborative.  Sue referenced the survey results and the 
participations – 10% of data isn’t going to give much information.  What needs to 
be done to further the effort.  Sue talked about the asset management template, 
so everyone follows the same rules.  If having a template, you can have a data 
table.  WAMC can chart what they think is important.  John is willing to go back to 
legislature to make legislative amendment recommendations.   
 
Group proceeded with roundtable discussion.  Suggestion from MIC is term 
focus:  decide what needs to be done in this year for WAMC.  Larry spoke the 
questions regarding resources MIC will be using to complete the 30-year strategy 
plan.  Sue will get back with John with a simple response that WAMC would like 
to go thru the process that MIC went through earlier, which is basically 
establishing the pillars, establishing roles and responsibilities (what EGLE’s role 
is, what WAMC’s role is) and get thru the definition of roles & responsibilities.  
Next month will have a schedule from MIC – where to start and how to get them 
to run in parallel.  Moved and supported to work with John and the MIC to identify 
the WAMC strategic planning.  Moved by Scott and supported by Carrie.  Motion:  
Go back to MIC to let them know WAMC wants their support and to work with 
them.  Approved?   
 

VIII. B. SRF Scoring tabled to the next meeting. 
 
IX. Outreach – Email to Survey Recipients –  

Carrie sent out 104 emails and there seemed to be an uptick in participation but 
not enough to get to 80% as needed.  Still have 60 emails to send, it seems that 
the letters are not getting to the correct person.   

 
X. Subcommittee – Task Force to Review Survey Results 

Task force subcommittee met and set up a bi-weekly meeting and it looks like 
they need to shift their priority.  Expect to see additional applications in the next 
month.  30% responded they didn’t know – and more than half didn’t know it was 
a requirement.  Carrie will work on this at their next meeting.  
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XI. Subcommittee – Establish Summary KPIs. 
 
Subcommittee will continue to meet and will shift focus for now. 

 
XII. Closing Remarks, Sue McCormick, Chair 

Thank you all for the conversation.  We do face some challenges.  We need to 
review our challenges, we need to be able to work with EGLE on the scoring 
and loans and unfortunately, WAMC doesn’t have a seat at the table.  It is 
suggested that WAMC works with EGLE on the scoring.   

 
XIII. Adjournment, Sue McCormick, Chair 

Cameron moved/ Randy supported – unanimously approved. 
Adjourned at 12:37 PM 

 
Next Meeting: January 27, 2022,  10:30 AM – 12:30 PM 

In-person:  Constitution Hall; Lee Walker Conference Room 
   Lansing, MI 48933  


